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The value chain(s) need to change with the transition 
– policy must enable transition 



Relevant EU Policy to biogas development

• RED – 3rd revision

• CO2 standards for vehicles

• Clean Vehicles Directive – ditto

• FuelEU Maritime – for shipping

• ETS – road transport included?

• ETD – taxation rules

• State Aid Guidelines

• AFIR – Infrastructure

• Taxonomy

• …
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• Mandates for renewables in RED – high and challenging mandates for 
advanced biofuels and biogas

• ETD – differentiated taxation, biogas with lowest tax

• FuelEU Maritime – GHG Intensity reduction opens for tech neutral 
abatement

• RFNBO – very challenging mandates in RED but could e-methane qualify?

• RePowerEU – so far not very specific on how the 35 bcm should
materialize
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Key drivers for biogas in the transition



• Biogas vehicles not considered viable in: 

▪ CO2 standards for cars&vans. HDV’s?

▪ Clean Vehicles Directive

▪ Taxonomy – production of biogas vehicles not OK

• Flexibility needed – use cases are different across EU, as are potential

• Policy should simplify and enable – not restrict

• Biogas => Renewable H2, could Renewable H2 => biogas (e-methane, RFNBO)

• The perception of anything bio… in EU
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Key challenges for biogas in the policy



Why is the sustainability of biofuels quite often challenged despite having 
strict sustainability criteria? 

Whereas battery solutions rarely are challenged despite a lack of 
sustainability criteria.

Conclusion - The perception of biogas need to be improved, by constantly 
reminding of the benefits for: 

• Environment

• Security of supply

• Resource effectiveness and circularity, food production, work opportunities, etc

• …
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Final food for thought



Thank You!
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